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The Oriya [oria] script is derived from the Brahmi script of the Ashokan inscriptions;

in Orissa state, specimens are found in the DhauH and Jaugar inscriptions of the Em-

peror Ashoka (3rd century b.c.e.) and the Khandagiri inscriptions of King Kharabela

(ist century c.e.). However, unUke these inscriptions, the language of which was

Prakrit, the earUest inscription in Oriya is the Urjam inscription of 1051 c.e. This in-

scription is in KaUnga script, the variety of Brahmi from which modem Oriya script

has evolved. It is syllabically based on the unit called the aksara in Sanskrit,

[okhyoro] in Oriya. The script is written from left to right.

Since a large number of tribal languages, of both the Dravidian and Munda fam-

ilies, are spoken within the geopolitical limits of Orissa state, many of these languag-

es have adopted the Oriya script in writing their languages. Sanskrit too is written in

Oriya script in Orissa.

The specific features of the Oriya script are as follows.

The vowel a, phonetically [o], is inherent in each consonant symbol, whether

simple or conjunct, unless the letter is modified by the bottom stroke called halanta.

Thus Q ka and 61 ga, when marked wth this stroke as Q^, €1^, are read as k and g

respectively.

Vowels other than a, when following a consonant, are written as obUgatory dia-

critics. The diacritics for a and i are on the right side, as in Ql kd and Q1 ki. The di-

acritic for / goes on top of the consonant letter, as in Q ki. The diacritics for w, w, and

r go under the consonant, as in <^ ku, Q^^w, and Q^ kr. The diacritic for e precedes

the consonant as in C>Q he. The diacritics for o, aU and au are discontinuous, sur-

rounding the consonant, as in (oQ kai, (oQ\ ko, and (iQI kau. Sometimes the vowel

diacritics may be fused with consonants, e.g. V ki, ^ku.

Similarly, secondary forms are used for consonants occurring in clusters; thus

^k+^ta yields "^ te,^ ^ + £1 tha yields 01 stha. Homorganic nasal + stop clu^

ters are generally written with distinct conjunct characters, such as <fi? nku and a
hca, but the nasal may also be written with anusvdra, as in 2I'Q for 2l<fi? anka.

A fairly large number of other consonant clusters are also written with distinct

conjunct characters which cannot be further analyzed; e.g., ^^n-\-^ da = ^nda,

Q^ (i + d dha = Q ddha. In borrowed words, however, clusters are written with

halanta attached to the first member of the cluster, as in Q^O kca, ^^ pta.
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TABLE 35.1: Vowels



The set of vowels (svara), with their phonetic values, is given in table 35.1.

The inventory of consonants (vyanjana) is given in tables 35.2 and 35.3. The

palatal stops are phonetically affricates. The velar and the palatal nasals occur only in

homorganic clusters, The retroflex voiced stops d, dh have flapped variants [r, f]

which occur intervocalically; a subscript dot is often used to mark these: ^ r, 9 r^.

Conjunct consonants

Consonant clusters (j'uktdksara) are written in Oriya in several ways. In many cases,

the second member is reduced or simplified and attached to the bottom of the first

member:

^ s + d pa = €1 spa

g[^ n + O tha = ^ ntha

Q^ b + Q da = <£> bda

<3r d + d dha = Q ddha

In other cases, it is the first member which is reduced and attached to the second:

Q d + Q bha = Q dbha

<3<^ n + Q ka = <fi?' nka

The consonant Q t has two reduced forms, depending on whether it is first or sec-

ond member. In first position -^

"3L t
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Distinctive characteristics

The Oriya script in its distinctive features resembles related scripts of the eastern In-
die variety. Visually, the basic symbols for vowels and consonants can be grouped
into five types on the basis of their sharing similar features. These are:

a. A top "hoop" attached to the distinctive shape, as in Q ka and 9 ca.

b. A top curve with a tail (Matson's "handle") attached to the distinctive shape, as in

Q / and Q ra.

c. A top curve with a side bar ("hatrack") attached to the distinctive shape, as in Q ga
and ^ na,

d. A bottom curve with a side bar ("hook") attached to the distinctive shape, as in 21

a and 81 tha.

e. A few miscellaneous letters like <l ^ and O tha.

1. Oriya:

2. Transliteration

3. Transcription:

4. Gloss:

1. <;Q9I ^9
2. keba sahu

3. keba sohu

4. who could.tolerate

/. (o9\\ 919Q dig
2. mo jibana pache

3. mo (^ibono poche

4. my Hfe even.if

Sample of Oriya

praninka arata duhkha apramita dekhu dekhu
praiiinko aroto dukho opromito dekhu dekhu
of.living.beings misery sorrow unlimited seeing seeing

narke parithau jagata uddhara heu
norke porithau (feogoto uddharo heu
in.hell let.it.remain world saved let.it.be

'Who could tolerate seeing the unbounded misery and sorrow of living beings?
Let my life remain in hell, but let the world be saved.'

-From a poem by Bhima Bhoi, an illiterate tribal saint of the 19th century.
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